
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
DATE:  August 24, 2017 
 
TO:  Transportation Authority of Marin Board of Commissioners 
   
FROM: Dianne Steinhauser, Executive Director 
  Nicholas Nguyen, Principal Project Delivery Manager 
  
SUBJECT: Receive a Presentation from Project Finance Advisory Ltd (PFAL) on Financial 

Opportunities to Fund State Route (SR) 37 Corridor Improvements (Discussion), Agenda 
Item No. 11 

 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
Receive and provide comments to a presentation from Project Finance Advisory Ltd (PFAL) on financial 
opportunities to fund State Route (SR) 37 corridor improvements. 
 
 
BACKGROUND AND PAST ACTIONS: 
 
Highway 37 is a key transportation corridor linking the four North Bay counties. Due to its strategic 
transportation role and environmentally sensitive natural footprint, Highway 37 has been the subject of a 
long-range planning study conducted by UC Davis (UCD) and the California Department of Transportation 
(Caltrans). In addition, staff and elected officials from the four counties have been in discussion over the past 
three years about how local transportation authorities might play a role in advancing improvements in the 
corridor. The corridor is broken up into 3 segments. Segment A is from Hwy 101 to Hwy 121 with 3.4 miles 
in Marin and 3.9 miles in Sonoma. Segment B is from Hwy 121 to Mare Island with 2.3 miles in Sonoma and 
7 miles in Solano. Segment C is 4.4 miles entirely in Solano. 
 
In September 2015, the TAM Board approved entering into a memorandum of understanding between the 
Napa Valley Transportation Authority (NVTA), the Solano Transportation Authority (STA), and the Sonoma 
County Transportation Authority (SCTA). The intent of the MOU is to define how the four agencies will 
work together in cooperation to successfully promote and expedite the delivery of improvements in the SR 37 
Corridor. The resultant Policy Advisory Committee is tasked with examining options to address the threat of 
sea level rise, traffic congestion, transit options and recreational activities. The MOU constitutes a guide to 
the intentions and strategies of the parties involved, and provides the overall framework, including outlining 
their respective roles, responsibilities and potential funding strategy for the SR 37 Corridor. The created SR 
37 Policy Committee on which Chair Moulton-Peters, Commissioners Arnold and Connolly serve 
representing TAM has been meeting for nearly two years.  
 
In January 2016, the TAM Board approved an agreement to fund TAM’s share of a financial consultant to 
help assess likely costs, revenue sources and financial opportunities that will need to be addressed to complete 
a project in the corridor. Project Finance Advisory Ltd (PFAL) was selected. They have shared results with 
the Policy Advisory Committee, including numerous interest groups and members of the public. To bring all 
TAM’s Board members up to speed on what is being considered by the 4-County PAC, the PFAL team will 
present their findings tonight. (See the attached presentation.) 
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DISCUSSION/ANALYSIS: 
 
On-going related Activities 
 

1. In January 2017, the TAM Board approved $20,000 as TAM’s contribution to matching funds for the 
SR 37 Transportation and Sea Level Rise Corridor Study, also referred to the Design Alternatives 
Analysis (DAA) to be conducted by MTC’s consultant Kimley Horn. The nearly $1 million scope of 
work, funded primarily through MTC, includes: 
A.  Corridor Plan from Hwy 101 to Hwy 80 

i. Data Collection 
ii. High level frame work 

1. Capacity Constraints 
2. Sea level rise, Storm Surge, Flooding 

iii. Identify Priority Segments 
 

B.  Design Alternative Assessment of Priority Segment B for near and long term projects 
i. Definition and detailed analysis: 

1. Traffic operation 
2. Design 
3. Cost Estimates 
4. Environmental Screening 

 
C.  Shoreline Protection 
 i. Identify key areas vulnerable to sea level rise and flooding 
 ii. Provide planning level projects and costs. 

 
The draft Design Alternatives Assessment will be released at the September 7, 2017, SR 37 Policy 
Committee meeting. This plan will be presented to the full TAM Board at a future meeting.  

 
2. In anticipation of the release of information from the DAA, Caltrans has hired MIG as a 

communications consultant to carry out several public outreach tasks; first of which will be outreach 
“open houses” that will take place starting in September. In Marin County, one such open house to 
present the draft Corridor Plan is tentatively scheduled on September 20th, from 6pm-8pm, in the Key 
Room at the Next Key Center (385 N. Hamilton Parkway, Novato, CA). The DAA will be released 
this winter followed by another public workshop, an online survey, focus groups and a telephone 
town hall. 

 
3. At the SR 37 Policy Committee held on May 5, 2016, United Bridge Partners presented an unsolicited 

proposal addressing the section of highway between Highway 121 and Mare Island, but after two 
rounds of questions and answers with UBP they did not answer the questions with enough 
information to adequately evaluate their proposal. The unsolicited proposal has significant gaps in 
information, requires legislation, precludes a competitive process and includes significant risk to the 
corridor partners, while also not addressing any improvement opportunities within Marin’s Segment 
A. The risks, challenges and unanswered questions of the UBP proposal make it necessary to remain 
open to other delivery methods. 

 
4. On a separate track, MTC is working on Regional Measure 3 (AB 595, Beall). This legislation will 

grant MTC authority to place a bridge toll increase on the ballot in the Bay Area in 2018. There is an 
opportunity to include in the legislation an option for MTC/BATA to establish some yet-to-be-
determined component of SR 37 as a future toll bridge corridor. The proposed language in the bill 
would not commit to the BATA delivery model or require immediate tolling but would keep the 
option open and streamline future delivery if the BATA model is selected.  
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5. At the SR 37 Policy Committee held on May 4, 2017, Supervisor James Spering of Solano County 
and Chair of the Solano Transportation Authority (STA), announced STA plans to proceed as the lead 
agency for Segments B and C. At the May 10, 2017, STA Board meeting they acted to support this 
approach and transmitted letters to the other North Bay Counties indicating their desire (see attached 
letters along with STA Board item). 

 
There are many next steps to advance improvements in the corridor once the DAA is completed. Over time, 
the SR 37 Policy Committee, with input from MTC and Caltrans, will evaluate and implement both near and 
long term solutions for traffic operations, sea level rise, storm surge and flooding. The first priority is to fund 
an environmental document for a long-term, ultimate, solution. Due to the large financial commitments for 
these next steps, PFAL was engaged to analyze initial planning level costs and revenue opportunities. 
 
 
FISCAL CONSIDERATION:   
 
There are no new fiscal impacts to this action.  
 
 
NEXT STEPS: 
 
The Executive Director and staff will continue to work with the Policy Committee to complete the Design 
Alternative Assessment and finalize the deliverables from PFAL. 
 
 
ATTACHMENTS:   
 

1. PFAL Presentation 
2. STA Board Item 12.B Staff Memo – May 10, 2017 
3. STA letters to Policy Committee Members 
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SR 37: AFFORDABILITY ANALYSIS & 

FINANCING OPTIONS

August 24, 2017
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PFAL ROLE & SCOPE
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• Financial and policy resource expertise for the SR 37 Policy Committee and
Transportation Authorities of Marin, Napa, Solano and Sonoma Counties

• Scope included:
– Deriving lessons learned from case studies (6) for similar facilities
– Creating a decision making roadmap for project delivery alternatives

• Traditional design-bid-build
• Public Private Partnership (P3)
• Bay Area Toll Authority Model (public-public)
• Privatization

– Sampling investor and developer market interest and feedback for a new
project of this size and type

– Developing high-level revenue forecasts for different tolling concepts
– Defining financial affordability thresholds to define a project “feasibility

envelope”
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FEASIBILITY ENVELOPE

Market appetite
(users, investors, 

funders)

Demand

Institutional

Project 
Feasibility Engineering

Env. contextFunding

Public perception
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RATIONALE
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GETTING TO THIS POINT
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May 2016

• Education & 
Background 

Jul.-Aug. 2016

• Six Case 
Studies

January 2017

• Key Revenue 
& 
Affordability 
Concepts

March 2017

• Revenue & 
Affordability 
Analysis 

April 2017

• Industry/
Market 
Outreach & 
Feedback

May 2017

• Summary 
Findings & 
Next Steps
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PROCESS OVERVIEW

Project Affordability
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Tolls
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TOLLING CONCEPTS
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“Toll Road” “Toll Bridge”

Segment Toll

A $1.70

B $2.25

C $1.05

Total $5.00

Segment Toll

A -

B $5.00

C -

Total $5.00

Toll charge per mile travelled Toll charge per “crossing”

Toll

Three toll locations One toll location

TOLL

TOLL

TOLL
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ALTERNATIVE TOLL REVENUE 

GENERATION SCENARIOS TESTED
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Scenario Toll Rate Toll Option Total Revenue

Four lanes tolled $5 D

Toll Road         
(3 locations) $12.5 b

Toll Bridge        
(1 location) $9.3 b

Two lanes tolled one 
direction $7 "

Toll Road         
(3 locations) $9.4 b

Toll Bridge        
(1 location) $7.5 b

One reversible lane tolled $5 D

Toll Bridge        
(1 location)

AM – westbound
PM - eastbound

$0.3 b

Order-of-magnitude comparison, for illustrative purposes only. e/w = each way; o/w = one way

* Total revenue generated over 50 years of tolling. Toll rate escalated over this period.
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TOLL REVENUE CONCLUSIONS
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Necessary to Accelerate Project DeliveryTolling
• Tolling is required to fund a replacement project.

• There are scenarios that generate enough toll revenue to fund a major replacement project.

Preliminary Analysis Supports Business CaseRevenue Potential
• Toll revenue generated is $300 million to $12.5 billion over 50 years depending on tolling strategy (i.e. toll road vs. 

toll bridge), toll rates and number of tolled lanes.

Necessary to Support Project CostsTolling Two Lanes
• Tolling at least two lanes in one direction is necessary to fund a viable project.

• Tolling only one reversible lane (i.e. leaving at least one lane free in each direction) is insufficient to fund the lowest 
cost $1 billion solution.

Surplus Expected in the Long TermAdditional Cash
• Potential for “additional cash” beyond initial investment scope, which could be used for other project improvements 

in the corridor.

Next Phase of StudyTraffic Diversion
• Further analysis required to assess the impact of increased traffic diversion to “free” alternatives, if a toll is imposed 

on the SR 37 facility.
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FINANCING THE PROJECT - NEXT STEPS
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Q1: What financing strategy(ies) should we pursue? 

The strategy will determine what project size we can 
afford using a combination of tolling and financing 
options. 
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TECHNICAL ALTERNATIVES 
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1. Levee/Embankment

2. Slab Bridge Causeway

3. Box Girder Causeway

Source: UC Davis Study, 2016

Segment Construction Cost in 2030 Construction Cost in 2022

A $0.5 b $0.4 b

B $0.7 b $0.5 b 

C $0.1 b $0.1 b

Total $1.3 b $1.0 b

Segment Construction Cost in 2030 Construction Cost in 2022

A $1.3 b $1.0 b

B $2.2 b $1.7 b

C $0.3 b $0.3 b

Total $3.8 b $3.0 b

Segment Construction Cost in 2030 Construction Cost in 2022

A $1.4 b $1.1 b

B $2.5 b $2.0 b

C $0.4 b $0.3 b

Total $4.3 b $3.4 b
Source: UC Davis Study, 2016
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DELIVERY OPTIONS
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•Revenue: non-tolled facility

•Facility Ownership: public

•Contract: traditional inter-agency agreements

•Funding: only public funds (local/state/fed grants) 

•Delivery Method: Design-Bid-Build (DBB)

1. 

Traditional

•Revenue: tolls, sales tax

•Facility Ownership: public

•Contract: long term lease with private partner (e.g. 30 to 50 years)

•Funding: mix of public funds (local/state/fed grants) and private funds (equity & debt)

•Delivery Method: Design-Build-Finance-Operate-Maintain (DBFOM), DBFM and DBF 

2. 

Public-private 
partnership (P3)

•Revenue: tolls, sales tax

•Facility Ownership: public

•Contract: Cooperative Agreement e.g. Bay Area Toll Authority (BATA)

•Funding: publicly financed (e.g. revenue bonds), grants

•Delivery Method: DBB, DB 

3. 

Public-Public

•Revenue: tolls

•Facility Ownership: private

•Contract: Acquisition & Development Agreement

•Funding: 100% privately financed (equity & debt)

•Delivery Method: full private responsibility for asset

4. 

Privatization

Determine
“Best Value” 
approach via

Value-for-
Money 

Assessment

Goals/Objectives:
Roles & 

Responsibilities 

Industry/Market 
Feedback 
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AFFORDABILITY CONCLUSIONS 
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Minimum Toll Rate

• Toll Road: $6 one-way or $3 each-way funds $1 billion solution for Segment A, B & C.

• Toll Bridge: $4 one-way or $ 2 each-way funds $500 million solution for Segment B.

Comparable to other Bay Area toll facilities
Upper End Toll Rate

• Toll Road: $7 each-way funds $2.6 billion project.

• Toll Bridge: $7 each-way funds $1.9 billion project.  

Opportunities to create efficiencies in delivery
Responsibilities & 

Transfer of Risk

• Identify acceptance and transfer of risk.

• Desire for risk transfer needs to be balanced with a potential to have a higher or lower 
investment return.

Note: affordability assessment includes funding design, construction, O&M, full lifecycle and financing costs for years 1-50
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DELIVERY - NEXT STEPS
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Q1: What risks and responsibilities can the public 
sector transfer to the private sector?

Q2: How will the public sector fund the risks and 
responsibilities it choses to retain?

Trade-off analysis (considering cost, availability of 
funding, level of control and revenue sharing 
potential) will determine which delivery method is 
most appropriate. 
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RISK TRANSFER
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Delivery 
Option

Project 
Definition

Environmental Design Construction Operations & 
Maintenance

Toll Revenue

Traditional 
(DBB)

Public N/A

P3 (DBFOM) Public Private
Public or 
Private

Public (DBB
or DB)

Public Private* Public Public

Privatization Private Private

Typical risk transfer and funding responsibility under alternative delivery methods.
Trade-offs include availability of public funding, level of control and revenue sharing.

* Private sector does not fund or finance but is compensated on a “pay-go” basis 
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENT INDICATIVE TIMELINES

Legislation

Environmental

Policy

Project Definition Procurement Design & Construction Operation

Project Definition Procurement Design & Construction Operation

Project Definition Procurement Design & Construction Operation

Project Definition Design Procurement Construction Operation

Prvtz

P3

DB

DBB

Years4 8

Delivery models: Prvtz = Privatization, P3 = Public Private Partnership, DB = Design Build, DBB = Design Bid Build 

Private finance means private debt/equity e.g. developer/infrastructure funds, bank debt, private placement, PABs; 
Public finance means municipal/federal debt e.g. revenue bonds, TIFIA loan;
Traditional funding means the highway is not tolled e.g. federal/state/local funding such as STIP/ITIP;

17

Private 
Finance

Public 
Finance

Project Definition                                                                                                           Construction commences 2088DBB
Traditional 
Funding

You 
Are 

Here

22017-18 6
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TOLL REVENUE CONCLUSIONS
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Necessary to Accelerate Project DeliveryTolling
• Tolling is required to fund a replacement project.

• There are scenarios that generate enough toll revenue to fund a major replacement project.

Preliminary Analysis Supports Business CaseRevenue Potential
• Toll revenue generated is $300 million to $12.5 billion over 50 years depending on tolling strategy (i.e. toll road vs. 

toll bridge), toll rates and number of tolled lanes.

Necessary to Support Project CostsTolling Two Lanes
• Tolling at least two lanes in one direction is necessary to fund a viable project.

• Tolling only one reversible lane (i.e. leaving at least one lane free in each direction) is insufficient to fund the lowest 
cost $1 billion solution.

Surplus Expected in the Long TermAdditional Cash
• Potential for “additional cash” beyond initial investment scope, which could be used for other project improvements 

in the corridor.

Next Phase of StudyTraffic Diversion
• Further analysis required to assess the impact of increased traffic diversion to “free” alternatives, if a toll is imposed 

on the SR 37 facility.
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Q&A
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